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Bleeding Hearts (Photo courtesy of Unsplash)
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Pacific Bleeding Heart (Dicentra Formosa)
tourism.oregonstate.edu/pacific-bleeding-heart-dicentra-formosa/

Bleeding Hearts are a welcome guest in most forest garden. It creates a thick and beautiful
ground cover, and speaks to ancient symbolism.

This delightful herbaceous plant belongs
to a small genus of heart-shaped plants.
Plants in this genus grow flowers and
leaves from stems and roots. Dicentra
Formosa are an exception as the flowers
and finely dissected leaves grow only
from the roots. This perennial is known
as the western, wild, and Pacific
Bleeding Heart.

Commercial Development

Bleeding Hearts have soft pinkish-purple and white heart-shaped flowers. Commercially
developed forms can include red and white or pink and lighter pink flowers, chartreuse
foliage, and larger plants and blooms. Fragrance was of interest to commercial developers
and used in the production of perfumes.

Habitat
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Bleeding Hearts grow in western Canada, south into parts of Central and South America.
They are a common native in Oregon.

Bleeding Hearts grow in ‘edge’ areas where there is access to water and dappled sunlight to
shade. In some areas, direct sun will damage the blooms and retard plant growth.

Wild Bleeding Hearts grow to be 18-inches tall. Typical height is around 12-inches. Some
new introductions can get to be nearly 3-feet tall.

The plant is not drought or salt tolerant. It prefers moist, well-draining soils. Shallow roots
are easily damaged. Yet, the wild plant has a high tolerance to fire.

Symbolism

The emotions and strong symbolism surrounding Bleeding Hearts have been capture in
song and story. Many people believe that flowers communicate special meanings through
their shape and colors.

For some, Bleeding Hearts symbolize sorrow and lost love. For others, it is a symbol of
beauty and positive energy. Bloom colors are often associated with positive energy, love,
friendship, and warmth at home.

There is a dark side to this beauty: the flowers are poisonous. All parts of the plant
are poisonous if ingested. Even so, Bleeding Hearts received the Royal Horticultural
Society’s Award of Garden Merit.

REFERENCES:
–USDA, National Resources and Conservation Service, Bleeding Hearts
(https://plants.usda.gov/java/charProfile?symbol=DIFO)
–Bleeding Heart Flower – Meaning, Symbolism and Colors
(myflowermeaning.com/bleeding-heart-flower-meaning/)
–Wikipedia, Bleeding Heart (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dicentra_formosa)
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